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It is shown that a certain amount of saturation is desirable in some magnetic field clamps. A specific field clamp design is given that allows precise adjustment of the saturation in the field clamp. 
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Whenever it is important to have a well defined and field levelindependent effective field boundary (EFB), one usually incorporates into the magnet design field clamps at both ends of the magnet. There are two basic In order to obtain a nearly field independent shape and location of the EFB, most field clamps are designed to contain sufficient amounts of steel to make saturation of the steel negligible. While this is a necessary design criterion for field clamps of type 1), and often leads to clamps with formidable dimensions, negligible saturation of the field clamp is not a desirable feature of clamps of type 2). The purpose of this note is to point out that in field clamps of type 2), some saturation is desirable, and then show how one can obtain the benefit of the exactly correct amowlt of saturation in a 
Similarly, fig. 2 shows a cross section of the upper half of the same magnet, with the beam prependicular to the plane of the paper. Field lines and integration paths are. indicated as in fig. 1 , with the paths that are common with paths in fig. 1 identified by the same numerals. Application of Ampere's law to the configuration shown in fig. 2 gives (2) From eqs. (1) and (2) • To get a good compensation also at lower field levels, it is desirable to use the same steel for the field clamp that is used for the yoke, and to make the field level and saturation path length in the clamp the same as they are in the yoke. In most cases the path length in the clamp cannot be
made quite as large as it is in the yoke, requiring a design that has a field level in the clamp that is somewhat higher than it is in the yoke along path 5. Since it is only the nonlinearity of the steel that then makes the compensation imperfect at lower field levels, one can expect that the compensation is quite good for all field levels, unless the path lengths are quite different, and a numerical analysis confirms this.
Since in real life a magnet rarely behaves in every detail exactly as one predicts, it is advantageous to choose a design of the field clamp that allows an adjustment of the finished magnet that makes I4 ~ 0 at a chosen field level. 
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